
 

Report and Minutes of a Meeting of the  
ASSETS & SERVICES COMMITTEE  

held in the Council Chambers, 15 Seymour Street, Blenheim  
on THURSDAY, 23 NOVEMBER 2017 commencing at 1.30 pm 

Present 
Clrs T M Sloan (Chairperson), G I T Evans, J L Andrews, B G Dawson, M J Fitzpatrick, M A Peters, 
Mayor J C Leggett, Mr R Hunter (iwi representative) 

Also Present 
Clrs J A Arbuckle, C J Brooks (from 1.33pm), T E Hook, D D Oddie and N P Taylor 

In Attendance 
Mr Richard Coningham (Manager – Assets & Services Department) Jamie Lyall (Manager – Property and 
Community Facilities) and Nicole Chauval (Committee Secretary) 

Apologies 
Clrs Evans/Fitzpatrick: 
That the apology for non attendance from Clr L M Shenfield be noted. 

Carried 

Clr Sloan sought approval from members that agenda Item 17 – Coastal Pacific Trail Trust Deed Establishment 
that was to be heard in public excluded be brought into the open agenda following Item 14  –  Hazardous Waste 
Centre as the trustee members have now been notified of their membership on the Trust. 
 
Clrs Sloan/Evans: 
That Item 17 – Coastal Pacific Trail Trust Deed Establishment be brought into open meeting as protecting 
the privacy of natural persons as provided for under Schedule 7(2)(a) is no longer required. 

Carried 

P.17/18.183 Declaration of Interests - 
No interests with items on the agenda were declared. 

ATTENDANCE: Linda Craighead, Reserves & Amenities Planner was present for the following two items and 
Bruno Brosnan, Rohe Manager for Te Atiawa was present for the following item. 

P.17/18.184 Review of Victoria Domain Reserve Management Plan
 R510-014-017-01 

The report to the Committee sought to inform members of the review process being undertaken by Te Atiawa O 
Te Waka-A-Maui Trust for the Victoria Domain and associated reserves in Picton currently being managed 
through a management plan under the Reserves Act 1977. To highlight this report a powerpoint presentation was 
shown (presentation filed in Trim – Record No. 17222125). 

Members were advised that the Victoria Domain Reserves Management Plan (RMP) was last reviewed in 
1994/95.  It was noted that the area currently covered by the RMP extends from Shelly Beach and Memorial Park 
near Picton Marina through to The Snout and includes Endeavour Park adjacent to Queen Charlotte College. A 
map of the area was shown to members. 

It was noted that the refining of the boundaries and the areas the RMP will cover will occur as part of the review 
process this would include whether Endeavour Park continues to be managed through the Victoria Domain 
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Reserve Management Plan.  It was noted that consideration will be given to including other publicly owned open 
space/reserve land adjacent to Victoria Domain, within the reviewed RMP.  

Mr Brosnan advised members that for a comprehensive draft Reserve Management Plan to be developed 
Te Ātiawa will undertake researching / planning / consultation and ensure that all are completed and satisfactory 
before going into the formal process. It was noted that reports on the process and progress of the review will be 
presented to the Assets & Services Committee via the information package. 

It was noted that by allowing sufficient time for consultation people will have the opportunity to provide 
meaningful comment to the document. The final document will identify the significant attributes and values of the 
reserve and will encapsulate the community’s and Council’s aspirations for the reserve, for the next 10 years.  

It was noted that it is important that the Plan is considered a living document which any actions and outcomes 
can be added to the LTP/AP via that process. It was queried whether there would be any requests coming to the 
February budgetary meeting and Ms Craig advised that there wouldn’t be but noted that a plan is proposed to be 
available at the end of 2018. 

Clrs Evans/Fitzpatrick: 
That the information be received. 

Carried 

ATTENDANCE: Grahame Smail, Reserves and Amenities Officer was present for the following item. 

P.17/18.185 Review of Cemetery Planning, Management and 
Policy R520-001-000-00 

The report to the Committee provided an update on the review being undertaken of management, planning and 
policy of Council cemeteries.  

A bound version of the Fairhall Cemetery Master Plan was circulated to members. It was noted that this plan will 
provide a pilot for future planning of the cemeteries.  

Mr Smail advised that the review of cemeteries has involved the development of cemetery master plans for each 
of the Council’s cemeteries. These plans identify future work streams and policy changes for Council’s 
cemeteries for inclusion in the 2018-2028 Long Term Plan. Clr Peters noted that there does need to be 
consideration given to the projects that are being put up for LTP consideration as the number is mounting up and 
that it must not be forgotten that the monies available is limited. 

It was reported that a set of management and operational guidelines is be developed for the cemeteries that 
aligns with the current policy which will provide guidance for the day-to-day management and maintenance of 
cemetery assets which will also include closed cemeteries. The policy development and guidelines will be 
presented to the Committee in March 2018.  

In response to a query regarding whether there had been any discussions had with tangata whenua and the 
migrant community regarding their input into Marlborough’s cemeteries. Ms Craighead noted that contact had 
been undertaken with iwi but not with the migrant communities and this is something that could be considered. 

It was noted that community consultation had been undertaken and it identified that there was a want for the 
grounds to have a more park like feel. Clr Arbuckle suggested that any proposed planting plans be circulated to 
the Landscape Group for comment. He also noted that he had been approached as to whether there could be 
consideration given to the possibility of establishing a pet cemetery. Clr Evans proposed that this be discussed 
elsewhere as it was not appropriate to be discussed at this meeting. 

Clrs Dawson/Andrews: 
That the information be received. 

Carried 
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ATTENDANCE: David Craig, Council’s Finance & Information Supervisor was present for the following item. 

P.17/18.186 Interim Financial Report for Year Ended 
30 September 2017 F275-001-02 

The Finance & Information Supervisor, David Craig, presented the financial report for the Assets & Services 
Department for the year ended 30 September 2017. Mr Craig noted that the revenues and operating costs are 
tracking to budget, while there are wide-ranging variations in capital expenditure depending on progress with 
associated projects. It was reported that where possible accrual entries have been completed to account for 
September revenues and expenditures in that month. 

For the reporting period, departmental revenues are unfavourable to budget by $2,233,968, and are mostly 
timing related, including:  Roading subsidies ($1,039,248); Trade waste charges ($507,761); Metered water sales 
($296,966); Development contributions ($230,974); Donations and grants ($173,756); Vested assets ($128,750); 
Reserve Fund contributions ($120,626); Gravel extraction $86,882; Property rentals $108,412; Dump fees 
$216,616. 

For the reporting period operating expenditures are favourable to budget by $967,394, including: Emergency 
reinstatement $435,975; Contributions $139,692; Sealed pavement maintenance $133,775; Unsealed 
pavement maintenance $103,757; Pump stations $93,268; Repairs & maintenance $65,718; Flood damage 
$62,500; Landfill ETS obligation $55,298; Environmental maintenance ($87,888); Earthquake repairs ($317,929). 

The resulting year to date operating deficit of $1,191,450 is unfavourable to budget by $1,266,574. 

The total budgeted capital expenditure for 2017/18, including carryovers and Council approved adjustments, is 
$84.8M with actual year to date expenditure of $11.3M (14%). Capital expenditure is mainly concentrated in the 
core activities of Sewer $25.6M (ytd actual $5.0M), Roading $21.96M ($2.3M), Water $20.0M ($0.9M), 
Community Facilities $6.4M ($2.1M), Flood Protection $5.0M ($0.49M), Stormwater $3.1M ($0.02M) and Waste 
Management $1.8M ($0.48M). 

Members were advised that the major projects underway are headed by the Picton Sewerage Upgrade (Stages 
2-3). The contractor is Fulton Hogan with a contract value of $13.4M. The project is around 35% complete and 
$5.8M has been claimed to date, with forecast monthly claims of around $1.5M. The works are scheduled for 
completion in June 2018, the other major budgeted projects were detailed in the report. It was noted that the 
Flaxbourne irrigation scheme is likely to be deferred. 

The Operational Activity for the month of September was summarised in Mr Craig’s report.  

It was noted that projected surpluses for Fire Operations and Fire Suppression activities will be transferred to 
Emergency Reserves due to these functions now being managed by Fire and Emergency New Zealand 

Clr Peters/The Mayor: 
That the financial report for the period ended 30 September 2017 be received. 

 Carried 

ATTENDANCE: Steve Murrin, Journey Manager Roads was present for the following three items. 

P.17/18.187 Converting Street Lighting to Light-Emitting 
Diode (LED) R800-006-002-02 

The report to the Committee sought approval to adjust existing budgets so that advantage can be taken of an 
Enhanced Funding Assistance Rate (FAR) being offered by the NZ Transport Agency (NZTA) for LED 
Conversion. 

It was reported that NZTA are offering an enhanced FAR of 85% for accelerated LED street lighting conversion 
programmes. Members were advised that by installing LED lighting power consumption will be roughly halved 
and bulb replacement will move from three years to approximately 10 years with a predicted annual savings to 
Council on maintenance and power supply being around $150,000 per year. 
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It was reported that Marlborough Roads have submitted a funding application to complete the full LED 
conversion in the current financial year. The application is for $3,016,002 at 85% FAR.  Council’s contribution 
would be $452,400. This is a saving to Council of $1,025,441 by accelerating the replacement programme 
instead of doing it over six years. 

In response to a query on the brightness of the lights Mr Murrin advised that a LED lights have been installed in 
Arthur Baker Place as an initial trial and members were welcome to view to get an idea of their brightness. It was 
noted that the lights can be directed onto quite specific areas with very little spill. 

Clrs Evans/Fitzpatrick:   
That Council’s Roading Programme budget be adjusted to provide expenditure of $3,016,002 at 85% 
FAR in the current financial year to enable the accelerated LED conversion programme to proceed. 

Carried 

P.17/18.188 Kenepuru Road Seal Extension R800-006-10 
The report to the Committee provided information on issues with progressing the proposed 6km of seal 
extensions on Kenepuru Road and sought approval to carry budget forward to 2018/19 financial years. 

Mr Murrin advised that in the 2017/18 Roading Programme there is a budget of $793,000 to construct 6.2km of 
seal extension on the Kenepuru Road but as a result of local contractors being fully committed on earthquake 
repairs, pre works have not been able to be completed. It was noted that to be able to complete works within 
budget it is proposed to undertake pre works in the autumn of 2018, with the seal extension works being carried 
out in the following summer. 

Mr Murrin noted that he has spoken with residents and they are supportive of the decision to delay the works. 

Clrs Sloan/Evans:   
1. That construction of the proposed 6.2km of seal extension on the Kenepuru Road be deferred until 

2018/19 financial year. 

2. That the budget of $793,000 be carried forward to the 2018/19 financial year. 

Carried 

P.17/18.189 Dust Suppressant Trials R800-006-002 
The report to the Committee sought approval for Marlborough Roads to undertake a dust suppression trial this 
summer.  

Members were advised that the Otta Seal that is currently being used as a dust suppressant is in need of major 
maintenance.  It was reported that Marlborough Roads’ contractor HEB Construction has undertaken extensive 
trials on different dust suppressants in the Selwyn District with their preferred dust suppressant being a 
magnesium chloride based product marketed as Gravel Lock. It was noted that the product provides dust control 
and surface stabilisation to the road by drawing moisture from the air and “gluing” the road fines together. 

It was reported that the cost of the initial application is around $8,000 per km with the follow up application 
around $5,000 per km. It was noted that the results from Selwyn District found the suppressant lasted eight to ten 
weeks then needed a 50% reapplication. 

Mr Murrin advised that Marlborough Roads are proposing a trial of a 900m section on Onamalutu Road, a 2km 
section of Waikakaho Road and a 500m section on Onahau Road. It was noted that the cost of the trial will be 
around $30,000 for the initial application. Marlborough Roads are predicting Waikakaho Road will require a 
second application due to the large number of heavy vehicles using it. Onamalutu and Onahau Roads will be 
monitored to determine whether a second application is required. 
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Members were advised that Marlborough Roads are able to fund the trial from existing Unsealed Road 
Maintenance budgets. 

Clrs Evans/Peters: 
1. That the Committee support the dust suppression trial.   

2. That the trial be funded from existing Unsealed Roads Maintenance budgets. 

Carried 

ATTENDANCE: Clr Arbuckle withdrew from the meeting at 2.16pm 

ATTENDANCE: Brian Paton, Emergency Services Manager, was present for the following item. 

P.17/18.190 Council Contribution to South Island Civil 
Defence E200-001-003-04 

The report to Committee sought approval for funds to be made available to ensure that the 2018 South Island 
Civil Defence Conference to be held in Blenheim is a success. 

Members were advised that Marlborough CDEM is hosting this event which is scheduled for 30-31 August 2018.  
with potentially 150 delegates attending. Mr Paton advised that the conference has been scheduled for the 
Thursday and Friday to encourage participants to extend their stay in an effort to maximize the event’s economic 
benefits for Marlborough.   

Members were advised of the budget for the event and noted that there is a shortfall of $38,150. It was noted that 
Civil Defence no longer supports such events financially but it is hoped that sponsorship will cover a portion of 
the shortfall but the organising committee needs to ensure there is contingency funding available.  

Mr Paton noted that Fire and Emergency NZ will be contributing to EMOC’s office extension cost plus a 
contribution of $10,000 per annum to the existing operating costs. It is proposed that as the current full operating 
costs are already being met by the CDEM budget that the $10,000 be Council’s contribution towards the running 
costs of the 2018 South Island Civil Defence Conference. 

Clrs Peters/Fitzpatrick: 
1. That the Committee agree to contribute $10,000 plus GST in the 2017-18 and 2018-19 financial 

years (being $20,000 in total) towards the running costs of the 2018 South Island Civil Defence 
Conference and that this expenditure comes from revenue received from FENZ in the Civil Defence 
budget during those two financial years. 

2. That any further funding shortfall to be funded from Reserves. 

Carried 

ATTENDANCE: Clr Oddie withdrew from the meeting at 2.41pm. 

ATTENDANCE: Jan van der Vliet, Rivers Investigation and Planning Engineer and Geoff Dick, Rivers and 
Drainage Engineering Manager were present for the following item. 

P.17/18.191 Lower Wairau River – Stopbank Upgrade and 
Re-Alignment at Ngāti Rārua Parerarua  
 R710-03-001 

The report to the Committee provided an update on the Lower Wairau River stopbank upgrade for the section 
adjacent to Ngāti Rārua Parerarua at the Wairau Bar Road and sought approval for the realignment of the 
stopbank at Ngāti Rārua Parerarua to provide suitable land for the development of the Marae and an ‘organic’ 
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community and amenity ‘hub’ for the area. To highlight this report a PowerPoint presentation was shown 
(presentation filed in Trim – Record No. 17225880). 

Mr van der Vliet advised members on the history of the stopbank and noted a number of significant flood events 
since the stopbank’s construction in circa 1960. It was noted that prior to stopbank construction land on the east 
and west side of the river used to flood when river levels were high. Members were advised that it has been eight 
years since approval was given to upgrade the Lower Wairau stopbanks. 

It was noted that over the years the river has altered its course and has eroded some of the river bank on the 
true left (looking downstream) river bank. It was reported that if there was no intervention the erosion of the left 
bank of the river will eventually threaten the integrity of the stopbank and the properties immediately behind the 
stopbank. 

Mr van Vliet advised members on the completed actions since the last Hui at Parerarua and noted that an 
agreement has been reached with Ngāti Rārua’s project working committee with recommendations being 
presented to their board meeting on 17 November 2017 for board approval. The recommendations that were put 
to the board were detailed in the agenda item. 

Members were advised that on approval from the board and the Committee that work would commence by 
Christmas. It was noted that the stopbanks will be engineered to mitigate the consequence of an earthquake 
similar to 2016 one in that it would hold and do what it was built for. 

Clr Evans/Mr Hunter: 
1. That the Committee: 

(a) Receives, acknowledges and accepts the Report’s outcomes, conclusions and 
recommendations 

2. Publicity & Communication Considerations 

(a) Following the recommendations and endorsement from the Assets & Services Committee a 
communications plan to be developed for external and internal purposes. 

Carried 

ATTENDANCE: Clr Taylor withdrew from the meeting at 3.00pm and rejoined the meeting at the conclusion of 
the Solid Waste Funding item (3.28 pm). 

ATTENDANCE: Clr Hook withdrew from the meeting at 3.08pm 

ATTENDANCE: Geoff Dick, Rivers and Drainage Engineering Manager, was present for the following item. 

P.17/18.192 Rivers and Drainage Earthquake Repair Update – 
November 2017 R700-022-01 

The report to the Committee provided an update on progress being made with repairs underway to rivers and 
drainage infrastructure due to 14 November 2016 North Canterbury/Kaikoura Earthquake. To highlight this report 
a powerpoint presentation was shown (presentation filed in Trim – Record No. 17225997). 

Members were advised that as of mid- November 2017 about 70% of the repairs have been completed. Mr Dick 
reported that the Upper Ōpaoa stopbank repairs are complete except for a section of damaged stopbank at 
Lansdowne Park and culvert outfall at Morgans. It was reported that work is continuing at St Andrews to the 
Butter Factory and crew were starting works at Hardings Road site today. It was noted that two new unmapped 
sites have been found in the Lower Ōpaoa. 

It was reported that Bothams Bend stopbank final reconstruction and Blind Creek outfall culvert final repair are 
programmed for completion Jan – March 2018. It was noted that all scheduled repairs will be completed by 
June 2018. It was noted that costs are currently tracking below estimate before contingencies and all work 
including proposed initial Lower Ōpaoa dredging will be completed within original budget estimate. 
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Mr Dick advised members on the work remaining for Blind Creek, diversion stopbank and various smaller 
remaining berm/stopbank crack repairs on the Lower Ōpaoa River. It was noted there is some site specific 
dredging for approximately eight sites on the Lower Ōpaoa River, with all but one being privately owned. It was 
noted that these eight sites are not included in the approved repair schedule but are recommended to restore 
river levels and flood capacity through Blenheim.  

It was reported that to keep costs to a minimum the fill dredged from the river will be used to fill in the cracks so 
are not required to be taken off site which would be costly. This work will be completed over summer to autumn 
and this will open the river up to its original dimensions. 

Members were advised that landowner agreements will be in place by the end of January and a report including 
budgets will be presented to the next committee meeting. 

Mr Dick advised that the lidar results have just been received and are very accurate with no unexpected issues of 
consequence being identified.  

Clrs Andrews/Peters: 
That the report be received. 

Carried 

ATTENDANCE: Alec McNeil, Solid Waste Manager, was present for the following three items. 

P.17/18.193 Solid Waste Funding (Product Stewardship) 
 W300-006-008-09 

The report to the Committee provided information on the current solid waste funding and how this may be 
impacted with the implementation of further product stewardship schemes. 

It was noted that the management of waste and its associated cost can be split into two categories, an 
individual’s responsibility and/or a collective responsibility. It was reported that the management of waste is 
influenced by a number of factors including, but not limited to, the nature of the material and its impact on the 
environment. Waste, in the form of products, has been considered under an approach referred to as Product 
Stewardship.  

Members were advised that Product Stewardship is the responsible management of the environmental impact of 
a product and has the aim of reducing the impact of manufactured products at all stages of the product life cycle. 
It was noted that there are two categories of product stewardship schemes mandatory (of which there are none 
to date) and voluntary.  

Members were advised that Marlborough has actively participated in these schemes but they are driven by 
volume and, in turn, cost. The current assessment is that the introduction of mandatory product stewardship 
schemes is now more likely with the change of government.      

Mr McNeil advised that the report data, based on 2016/17 actuals, shows a shift towards user pays but the 
management of packaging products through the kerbside collection and processing at the resource centre, is 
heavily reliant on rate funding. It was noted that any future schemes in the form of product stewardship may 
impact on volumes and cost. It was suggested that these schemes be considered on a case by case basis with a 
focus on shifting the cost from the ratepayer to the consumer.     

Clrs Peters/Andrews: 
That the report be received. 

Carried 

ATTENDANCE: Clr Dawson withdrew from the meeting at 3.35pm 
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P.17/18.194 Kerbside Recycling – Excess Volume Provision
 C315-12-40-01 

The report to the Committee provided an update on options for collecting excess recycling from the existing 
kerbside collection routes in Blenheim and Picton. 

Members were aware that earlier in 2017 Council surveyed the kerbside collection community on current and 
future service provision with the conclusion of this process through committee was that the current service levels 
and methodologies should be maintained but that options for dealing with ‘excess’ should be explored. 

Mr McNeil advised members that two options have been proposed. The first was an additional sweep through 
vehicle in the form of a compactor operated by a driver and a runner and the second option was the introduction 
of a fourth low entry vehicle that would operate on a full time basis. Mr McNeil explained that both options would 
involve the introduction of an additional vehicle which would mean have a significant effect on costs to cover the 
capital investment and establish a rate of return for the contractor.  

It was noted that the cost for option one has not been priced on the basis that this was viewed as a potential 
increase in the level of service that may lead to oversized recycling, particularly cardboard, being placed at the 
kerb and an increase in the potential for littering and/or illegal dumping. The total cost of option two is $206,852 
excl GST. 

It was noted that the provision of an additional service to collect excess recycling via a second crate purchased 
by households on a user pays basis can be delivered with the introduction of an additional vehicle. The cost of 
any additional vehicle as a result of this expanded service or overall increase in households across the routes 
would be recovered across the targeted rate base. 

Clr Sloan noted that what is currently provided by Council is working well and meets the needs of a significant 
number of ratepayers and that to increase the service to provide for a very small number of ratepayers with 
excess recycling was unwarranted.  

Clr Sloan proposed that the report be received and that no further action is required. 

The Mayor noted that the discussion should be part of the LTP process as it is important to consider our long 
term strategy for dealing with solid waste. 

Clr Sloan proposed an amendment to the recommendation which was agreed to by members that the report be 
part of the Long Term Plan process. 

Clr Sloan/The Mayor: 
That the report be received and submitted to the 2018-28 LTP for consideration. 

Carried 

P.17/18.195 Hazardous Waste Centre C315-12-40-01 
The report to the Committee sought to discuss the future infrastructure and service requirements for hazardous 
waste. 

Members were advised that the current storage and processing facility in Blenheim has been in operation since 
the mid 1990’s. With the opening of the waste sorting centre and the raised awareness in the community of 
hazardous waste the volumes have increased considerably. It was noted that there are no expansion 
opportunities at the current site as the facility is land locked by the dog pound to the north and the waste sorting 
centre to the south.   

It was is proposal that the hazardous waste operation move from the current location to the old recycling shed on 
Wither Road which is currently leased to January 2019. It was noted that the purpose of the relocation would be 
to develop a hazardous waste centre that would allow the community, both the local and commercial sectors, to 
make direct drops of all hazardous waste.  
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It was noted that in recognition of the capex costs involved in converting this shed to be compliant with the 
hazardous waste storage regulations the contractor has proposed additional income streams that could be 
provided to Council. These income streams could then be used to offset any debt servicing and depreciation 
expenses.      

The Mayor/Clr Andrews 
1. That the report be received. 

2. That the Committee agree in principle to the establishment of a hazardous waste centre subject to 
the receipt and approval of a budget as part of the Long Term Plan budgeting process.   

Carried 

P.17/18.196 Coastal Pacific Cycle Trail – Trust and MOU 
Formation C230-001-C02 

The report to the Committee provided an update on progress to date made by the Coastal Pacific Trail Working 
Group (CPTWG), and to establish a set of delegated authorities to enable the project to continue over the 
Christmas period and into the New Year. 

Members were advised that the Coastal Pacific Trail Working Group has been finalised with John Forrest, 
Margaret Cooney, Cynthia Stoks, Sank MacFarlane, Luke Van Velthooven; Ian McNabb; Kauahi Ngapora: 
Louise Edwards and Nigel Muir being appointed as trustees. 

It was reported that the CPTWG initially reviewed the draft trust deed which had been prepared by Council 
Solicitor Radich Law subsequently met with The Mayor, Clr Sloan and staff to discuss various clauses within the 
draft. The outcome of these meeting was that the clauses on reporting by the trust, appointment of trustees and 
terms/rotation of trustees be amended with  Radich Law undertaking the amendments and making appropriate 
changes to the trust deed. 

Members were advised that the CPTWG proposed that to allow the initial scoping work required to create a 
detailed MOU, a letter from MDC be written to serve as an initial MOU to the Trust specifying what the initial 
funding of $60,000 from MDC in conjunction with funding from the Rata Foundation and the Lotteries Earthquake 
Fund be used for.  The conditions to be specified in this letter were detailed in the agenda item. 

Clrs Peters/Fitzpatrick: 
That Council: 

1. Delegate to the Mayor and Councillor Sloan authority to confirm on behalf of Council the trust 
deed currently being written by Radich Law to establish the Coastal Pacific Cycle Trail Trust and 
the initial list of trustees meet Council requirements for providing initial funding. 

2. Delegate authority to the Mayor and Councillor Sloan to sign a letter from Council to the trust 
based on the terms specified below to serve as an initial MOU for the trust: 

(a) The CPTWG proposed that to allow the initial scoping work required to create a detailed 
MOU, a letter from MDC be written to serve as an initial MOU to the Trust specifying what the 
initial funding of $60,000 from MDC in conjunction with funding from the Rata Foundation 
and the Lotteries Earthquake Fund be used for.  The conditions to be specified in this letter 
are as follows: 

i) identify parties (KiwiRail, Transport Agency, MDC, KDC, landowners etc) involved in 
the build and responsibilities along the trail  

ii) prepare a formal presentation with supporting documentation to the Councils’ 
satisfaction which outlines the Trust strategic/business plan, trail initial cost 
estimates, route options/ land ownership, risks and proposed mitigation, design 
options, time frames/milestones, reporting etc; in accordance with the TRC report, for 
the long term development of the trail. The purpose of the presentation and 
supporting documentation is for Council to decide additional ongoing funding  
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iii) for the proposed initial sections of trail (Blenheim to Seddon and Seddon to Ward) the 
documentation (in ii) above) will include Agreements to Grant Easements, Preliminary 
Design and Rough Order of Cost Pricing.  

iv) The intention is for the documentation to be submitted to Council by 1 May 2018.  
Given the timeframes involved further funding requests will fall outside the Council 
Annual/Long Term planning timeframes.  

3. Agree to release funds of $60,000 to the trust based on recommendations 1 and 2 above being 
completed. 

Carried 

P.17/18.197 Information Package - 
Clrs Sloan/Evans:   
That the Assets and Services Information Package dated 23 November 2017 be received and noted. 

Carried 

P.17/18.198  Decision to Conduct Business with the Public 
Excluded - 

Clrs Fitzpatrick/Andrews 
That the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting, namely: 

- Bus Service 
The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the reason for passing 
this resolution in relation to each matter and the specific grounds under Section 48(1) of the Local 
Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this resolution are as follows: 

General subject of each matter to 
be considered 

Reason for passing this 
resolution in relation to each 
matter 

Ground(s) under Section 48(1) 
for the passing of this resolution 

Bus Service  To enable the Council, as holder 
of the information, to carry on, 
without prejudice or 
disadvantage, negotiations 
(including commercial and 
industrial negotiations) provided 
for under Section 7(2)(i) 

That the public conduct of the 
relevant part of the proceedings 
of the meeting would be likely to 
result in the disclosure of 
information for which good 
reason for withholding exists 
under Section 7 of the Local 
Government Official Information 
and Meetings Act 1987. 

 

The meeting closed at 4.16 pm. 
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